We have two Sand Tiger Sharks at SEA LIFE London Aquarium, can you write their names:

Zippy and Bungle

What does a shark eat? Circle the food:

- [ ] Seaweed
- [ ] Fish
- [ ] Ice cream

Draw a shark...

Name your shark...
**Activity 1:**
Read and trace to finish the paragraph:

Many animals eat different foods. They can be put into different groups based on the food that they eat. Some animals called **herbivores** only eat plants.

Animals called **carnivores** only eat meat.

There are some animals that eat both plants and meat and they are called **omnivores**.

**What do these animals eat?**
Draw a line to match the animal with their group:

- **Herbivore**
- **Carnivore**
- **Omnivore**
FIN-TASTIC FUN
Sh is for Shark

Activity 2:
Are you a herbivore, carnivore or an omnivore?

Draw a picture of your favourite food and describe it.